
S E A S O N S  O F  G R A T I T U D E
November brings a crisp bite to the air, vibrant fall colors on

the trees, and an increased focus on gratitude. Those that

spend any time on social media may be familiar with the daily

gratitude posts that appear this time of year to offer up thanks

for everything from loved ones to full cups of coffee. (Both, by

the way, are excellent things to be grateful for!) 

Ephesians 5:20 reminds us that gratitude shouldn't be limited to

a seasonal focus. It says, "always giving thanks to God the

Father for everything, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ." In

preparing the stories for this issue of Snapshots, we are filled

with gratitude for the way God is working in and through us on

a regular basis. We are blessed by the stories of the ways

you've stepped out in faith in response to His call. And we

rejoice at the opportunity to share those stories with you so

that you may also be blessed by them. We hope you feel the

same encouragement and gratitude as you read them. More

importantly, we pray that these stories will help you see the

way God is at work in and through your own life. (And if you

want to share one of those stories, we welcome the chance to

hear it! Call the office at 732-349-1331.
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G I V E  T H A N K S  F O R  A L L  T H I N G S
R O B B I E  Y T T E R B E R G

I was recently eating breakfast at our kitchen counter with

Everett (almost 2 years old). When Abby handed him a cup of

water, I instinctively said, “Thank you Mommy!” because this is

the way kids learn and are formed. At first, they mimic the

sounds, and over time, they learn not just the words but the

right time and situation to use them.

We all know it is so important to learn to express gratitude. In

fact, it is central to God’s plan and purpose for our lives. Paul

reminds us to “…give thanks in all circumstances, for this is

God's will for you in Christ Jesus” (1 Thessalonians 5:18). It is

not only God’s will, gratitude is also good for us. Research

shows that people who practice gratitude are actually

happier people.

We have so much to be grateful for: good friends and family,

God’s generous provision and protection, laughter, hope in

the face of uncertainty, forgiveness and salvation through 

Jesus Christ, the honor to love and serve God by loving our neighbors, and so much more. All gifts

from God!

But do you remember what Paul said, “give thanks in all circumstances…” even the challenging ones?

This is certainly much harder, but in these times we can still give thanks for: how God uses hard

times to grow our faith, how He reveals His power and faithfulness, how these times unite us with

others, and that no matter how difficult things are we have hope in the resurrection power of Jesus

Christ.

I’m thankful for all these things and more! I’m also thankful for you! I love serving and worshiping

God with you! I love hearing how God continues to work in your lives bringing healing,

transformation, joy, and hope. As you read the stories in this edition of Snapshots and as we enter

the holiday season, let us practice gratitude. “Thank you, Father!”

Peace-

Robbie Ytterberg
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Michael Barozzie and his family knew attending a Joni & Friends Family

Retreat would be a blessing. However, they may not have realized that God

would use their week at camp to bless our community through them as well.

These retreats, as the Joni & Friends website explains, "offer a safe and

accepting Christ-centered environment for individuals affected by disability

and their families making it a little slice of heaven for everyone!" 

There were multiple churches that had several families attending the retreat

that week. In talking with them, Michael discovered that these families

traveled sometimes an hour to attend those specific churches because the

congregations had established a Special Needs Ministry that welcomed

their families.
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"What I heard from multiple families was before finding those churches, they had come to terms with the fact

that they were just not meant to go to church. That their family was not going to be able to engage in the life of

the church because it was just too hard," explained Michael. 

He continued, "The blessing for Jenn, the boys, and me, from day one, is that we had a church family that

welcomed our family with open arms. David and Matthew grew up in this church and so even with the challenges,

we knew that David was going to be David and people were going to welcome him. But I also know that that was

not the case for many families that had children with special needs."

When the family returned home, the brainstorming started. In 2017, we launched our Special Needs Ministry with

support during worship that spanned the gamut of accommodations from volunteers that worked one-on-one

with a family or individual to noise-canceling headphones and other sensory aids. "The thing that was the most

interesting – the most important thing – is that as we talked and planned we said, 'Let’s hold it loosely and let

God direct us and we’ll see where He’s calling us,'" said Michael of these early days. That openness eventually led

to a Parent's Support Group and a Teen & Young Adult Fun Night, each meeting once a month. 

Ask one of the families that attend the Teen & Young Adult Fun Night what the group means to them and you

may get an answer like Sherie Ensor's: "It’s everything." At home, it's just Sherie and her son Matthew. Other than

her parents, there isn't someone else to step in and care for Matthew. "Church Party," as Matthew calls it, is an

opportunity for fun and respite. " I love to watch him with his peers," says Sherie. "Although he may not interact

completely, there's excitement in the car all the way here. He likes to watch everyone play. He’ll just circle the

room and that warms my heart because for these two hours a month we aren’t thinking of autism. I am seeing my

son with his peers and he’s laughing and he’s watching them and he’s having a great time. For me it means

everything." 

Several years ago, Irene Malfitano had been looking up different things for her son Justin to do and the Teen &

Young Adult Fun Night popped up. "Finding this was so wonderful," she said. "It’s just so nice. The people here

are so friendly and outgoing, and they truly love our children. They try to make it such a great experience for

them." Justin is a top-notch bowler and has competed (and medaled!) in the Special Olympics. His Friday night

bowling schedule conflicts with the Teen & Young Adult Fun Night once a month, so they skip bowling because

Justin doesn't want to miss a thing here. 

A  M I N I S T R Y  B U I L T  O N  C O M M U N I T Y  

(continued on page 4)

https://www.joniandfriends.org/ministries/retreats-and-getaways/
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S P E C I A L  N E E D S  M I N I S T R Y  C O N T I N U E D
Looking back on the growth of the ministry and the stories from families like the Ensors and Malfitanos, there's

little doubt God's hand has been in this. Those first few Teen & Young Adult Fun nights were attended by less

than 10 individuals. Within a few months, word had spread and the group more than tripled in size. Today there

are some months that we host as many as 50 participants and their families! 

Colleen Daniels's daughter Autumn was part of that small original group. A friend had invited the family to

attend PCTR, encouraging Colleen to check out the Special Needs Ministry and all it could offer. It took several

invitations before Colleen and Autumn came, but when they did, "Wow," says Colleen. "I came here for her. I

came here because I wanted her to have a religious education. I was struggling to give her that. Even though

we don’t have any problems communicating, I didn’t really know the religious signs. So that was really hard for

me. And she’s a little sponge. The more she learns, the more she wants to learn." 

Autumn wasn't the only one benefiting from the new connection. "We go to the Saturday evening worship –

which is much different from the type of worship I grew up with - I really do enjoy it. I have found it’s really

brought me back to my faith. It strengthened my faith. I was very faithful as a child, I went to Catholic school,

but then adolescence came, and life came, and I got away from that a little bit," shared Colleen.

When it comes to those Teen & Young Adult Fun Nights, Colleen said, "This is really Autumn’s only socialization

outside of school. She says all the time 'We should do this every Friday.' I don’t think what I’m saying is really

unique by any stretch of the imagination. Life is busy for everyone, and it’s not easy to have someone come in

and say 'Why don’t you get a cup of coffee, why don’t you step out. I’ll take care of things.' I don’t have anyone

like that in my life that can do that unless I was really in an emergency. That’s what makes this so special."

This ministry has built a sense of community among the families that attend and the volunteers that come

alongside them each month to have a fun evening with the young adults and teens. (Parents are welcome to

linger in the room, to spend time in the "Parents' Lounge," or to leave and come back later.) As Sherie

explained, "I love that sense of community. We can all learn from each other, in terms of acceptance and love

for each other and in God’s work through these volunteers." She continued, "There’s this community that says

 'I want you to go relax.' The volunteers of this ministry do amazing

work so that someone like me...I am at ease because I know he’s okay.

That’s a rarity in these families, not having to worry about it. I hope

someone reading this thinks 'Wow, I do know someone that could

benefit from this ministry' and I hope they introduce them." 

"It's a family," said Irene. "We’ll be here forever. A lot of the things our

kids get involved in are things they eventually age out of. They stop.

But not here. God is with us forever and I feel like we’ll always be

welcome." 

As Sherie and Colleen shared, it was a personal invitation from

someone at PCTR that connected them. Whom can you invite?  



Like many things on our calendars the last few years,

plans for PCTR Women's Retreat were interrupted by the

global outbreak of COVID-19. "In February 2020 we

began working on our Spring Women’s Retreat as a

planning team of six, and brainstormed the theme as

“Being Women of Influence,'" explained Pat Grill,

Director of Adult Discipleship. "We had to reschedule

our May 2020 retreat to October 2020, then we

rescheduled that one for May 2021, finally we were able

to offer our Women’s Retreat in October 2021 – so our

Spring Retreat became a Fall Retreat!"

The two-day span represents a time to focus on our

personal relationships with God. Thinking back to her

first retreat (this is her 4th), Dawn Hans shared, "It's an

opportunity to spend some time working on my

relationship with God. With a family and work and

everything else, I don’t always have that dedicated

time."

Donna Guenther agreed, "It’s a gift to yourself and we

so seldom do that. Spiritually we need that time to

focus on our own hearts and our relationship with the

Lord." 

Donna joined PCTR as a member just prior to the start

of the pandemic. This retreat was also a chance to

make new connections. Quoting one of the retreat's

video segments, Donna added, "As Andy Stanley said

'We need to sit in circles instead of rows.' My primary

focus was to get to know some of the women of the

church better and have that fellowship." 

Donna's goals wouldn't surprise the planning team. "It is

interesting that the basic theme [of the Retreat] stayed

the same, but the goals changed," said Pat about the

evolution of this retreat as it moved from its original

date through several postponements. "After two years

of living through the pandemic, our Planning Team saw

the need for a level of community and sharing that had

not been in our original design."

B E I N G  W O M E N  O F
I N F L U E N C E

5 (continued on page 6)
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W O M E N ' S  R E T R E A T  C O N T I N U E D
To that end, part of the weekend's design included creating opportunities for women to reconnect and form

new connections. "I especially love watching women who hardly know each other laughing, talking, and listening

to one another," shared Pat. "This year, especially, the women were engaged throughout the entire retreat. The

meals were noisy, and as we started each session with new people in each group, the chatter continued. It was

great to see so many women eager to share their lives and eager to hear about the Christian walk of other

women."

Some of the stories these women will share at future retreats may have grown out of their experience this

October. As an example, this year's attendees were given the opportunity to anonymously ask a question. Pat

and Amanda Hubler took turns answering them. 

"One of my questions was 'How do we know when, and if, God is calling us by name?'" shared Dawn. "I had

been struggling a little bit with the feeling of the Holy Spirit that I have had at points of my life. I felt like I was

missing something. So, when Amanda answered the question, she didn't know it was me. She answered it with

not only one scripture but two. The first was Romans which was very appropriate, and the second was from

Isaiah. I literally started crying because I read scripture from Isaiah at my confirmation. And that was it. That

was enough for me. God spoke through Amanda directly to me, 'Isaiah is what brought you to me and this is

your reminder that I have called you by name.' He called me by name to speak at my confirmation and then He

had Amanda quote from Isaiah so I would know I was called by Him. My whole perspective changed."

For Donna, the weekend's segment on sound doctrine was particularly moving. "When Pat said 'Jesus plus

nothing' it brought tears to my eyes. It still does. I’m a preacher’s kid myself, and I’ve never heard it put so simply

and succinctly. It just really touched my soul," she shared, adding, "We get so caught up in stuff and going and

doing and being to so many people and there are times when we don’t know how to pray, or particularly as

women we're trying to be all things to all people. This weekend there were retirees, there were younger people

raising children, there were people that have spouses and people that don’t. We’re all in a different place in our

lives, and yet, I think as women we’re constantly giving and we’re wondering and questioning ourselves whether

we are doing enough. Are we focusing on the right things? Is our faith solid enough? Jesus + nothing…it was just

so profound to me." 

With the Lord moving like this in the lives of the women present, the

retreat is about more than just these two days. "Throughout the

retreat, there were so many opportunities to point to the gospel

message (Jesus + nothing else). The women in attendance were

challenged to blossom as Women of Influence – to put themselves in

an environment where God may create a providential relationship – to

be a mentor – to seek a mentee – to be part of a Triad or Quad – and

in all of these to model the heart and character of God," said Pat.

If you're interested in connecting to God and others through

opportunities like our Triads & Quads, study and prayer groups, or

future retreats, get in touch with Pat at patg@pctr.org or call the

church office.



When the world came to a screeching halt in March 2020, worship moved completely online and things

looked a little different. The large worship spaces that normally buzzed with corporate worship,

echoed instead with a limited number of worship leaders broadcasting the service over livestream

within the large empty space. The traditional worship services, as an example, were limited to the

pastors, our Director of Music Ministry, Josh Melson, and a small A/V team running the livestream. As

we began to reopen to live, in-person worship, state-mandated restrictions limited our indoor capacity

and our ability to welcome our choirs back in the sanctuary.

"With the restrictions set by the state, it was really hard to sing in a choir. It really changed the

service," said Josh. "The entire service was different from reservations to the way we entered and

exited. We just made the best of it." 

Looking back on that particular stretch of the pandemic when the choir wasn't able to sing in worship,

Ginger McCulloch reflected, "When you sing in a church choir you are praising God twice, with the

words and music. While I love that, it is the fellowship, prayer and fun we have that are just as

important as singing. I really missed singing when we were on lockdown. Singing along at home while

livestreaming the service just wasn't the same!" Ginger has been singing with the choir and the

Women's Ensemble since shortly after she joined PCTR in 2009. 

Music has always been an important component of both our traditional and contemporary worship

services. For many, like Margaret and Humphrey Bryson who began attending worship with us this past

year, our music ministry is part of what connects them to our church. In speaking about the first

worship service the couple attended, Margaret shared, "Not only were we able to sing hymns (at this

point we were wearing masks) but we were struck by the duet played by Josh and Karin. This was the

personification of a church that really had a commitment to liturgical music, to music in worship, if

they were to have this caliber of musician. That’s really where it started." The Brysons joined the

Summer Choir and have since jumped in to sing with the Sanctuary Choir.  

  

On September 12th, the choir returned to worship. It was a change that didn't go unnoticed. The

acknowledgment of the choir's return in that morning's announcements was met with applause from

the congregation in the sanctuary and comments of praise and gratitude from those worshiping online.

"Singing in a choir is a very communal activity. Every voice contributes to the whole," said Josh. "It was

a tremendous relief when they could come back in and sing"

T H E  C H O I R  R E T U R N S !
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"It was just good to feel a part of this, of bringing this

back. I think for all of us as we set forth with some

trepidation into rejoining and reopening things that we

have missed over this time, to be in this place and sing

with a choir it is certainly a step forward," said

Margaret, who added, "It was good to feel useful and

to be a part of that moment which may have meant

more to the people we were singing for. Certainly, we

were grateful just to have that opportunity."  



W H A T  H A P P E N S  W H E N  W E  S T E P
O U T  I N  F A I T H  T O G E T H E R ?
The Bible tells us about how Jesus fed 5,000 people with a boy's small

offering of 5 loaves of bread and two fish. (John 6:1-14). You may be

familiar with that piece of the story. You may not, however, remember

the conversation that came before it. Jesus had asked his disciple,

Philip, where they could buy bread for the crowd to eat. Philip replied

to him, “It would take more than half a year’s wages to buy enough

bread for each one to have a bite!” (John 6:7)

Maybe you felt a little like Phillip when we introduced the

Freedom Campaign two years ago and told you the goal was to

eliminate our $2.3M mortgage by the end of 2023. Maybe,

however, you stepped out in faith and joined others who made

giving to the campaign a priority. With those gifts, we've

reduced our mortgage to $1.2M (as of 9/25/21.)

As Sarah Eremic shared recently, "When you give by faith, or

when you make a faith pledge, you know it has nothing to do

with you and your funds. It has to do with what God wants to do

for His work. The campaign began late in one year and over

Christmas, I received a couple of Christmas gifts from people I

hadn’t expected gifts from and the Lord supplied my first couple

of months to give to the Freedom Campaign.” 

The goal of the Freedom Campaign isn't just to eliminate the

mortgage. It's to enable us to live more fully into the call God

has for his church at PCTR. "Think about your house being paid

off, or you car being paid off, with the finances that would be

available you'd be able to do great things,” said Nick Sheridan

when asked why he and his wife made the decision to

participate in the campaign. 

Lynn Murphy echoed that sentiment, "I know how much more you

can do when there is no big debt there. I want to see this

church grow. I want to see us do more things. I want to see us

make what we do better. I want to see as much as God wants us

to do.”

If you want to hear more from these members, and others, about

why they've prayerfully chosen to participate in the Freedom

Campaign, visit pctr.org/morefreedom. To stay updated to the

campaign or to contribute, visit pctr.org/freedom.
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https://youtu.be/YmVVnnWPKSE
https://youtu.be/S65TqgQQHuo
https://youtu.be/jk7kfsv0cbM
https://pctr.org/morefreedom
https://pctr.org/freedom/


B R I N G I N G  C O M M U N I O N  T O  H O M E S
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As individuals, the Sacrament of Baptism is something we celebrate once in our lifetime. Communion,

on the other hand, is a sacrament we celebrate over and over again. Like most things, the pandemic

changed the way we incorporated communion into our worship services. Since returning to in-person

worship, passed plates and shared bread and cup have, at least for now, given way to prepackaged

elements. What hasn't changed, however, is the meaning and importance of the Sacrament.

About five times a year, teams of Elders and Deacons bring communion elements to some of our

homebound members. The pandemic, of course, changed that too. During the lockdown stage, sending

teams out for home communion simply wasn't possible. Bringing back these special visits was a

welcome change for both our homebound members and our Elders and Deacons. 

"[Home communion] means a lot, because I always loved going to church and of course I can’t do it

now," explained PCTR member Esther Rojack. "I always feel so blessed when they come. I feel so much

better after those visits. I think they’re such wonderful people." 

Jill MacIntyre has taken communion to members at home first

during her term as a Deacon and more recently as an Elder on

the current Session. "I remember after going the first time I

thought to myself 'This is such a beautiful thing that we do at

PCTR.' It’s something that the people who are no longer able to

come here appreciate more than you can even imagine.” 

As special as celebrating communion with our home members is,

the time to visit and learn from one another may be just as

special for those participating. "After we have our communion

service, we sit and have a little chat. For me, I look forward to it.

It’s really enjoyable," shared Esther. 

The teams that bring communion to our homebound members are given a packet with the communion

elements and an outline of prayers, scripture, songs, and communion liturgy. During communion, each

person takes turns reading from the outline. "Reading the Word of God with a small group of people is

so intimate and you feel so connected," said Jill. "It’s just a beautiful experience. And one that I think

when you walk out of there you’re like 'I’m so happy I got the opportunity to do this. I’m blessed by

being able to bring communion to this person.'"

Perhaps that's what makes these celebrations of the Sacrament of Communion so special. It reminds

us that corporate worship is a unique blessing, and it can happen any time we gather together in His

name. The blessing is also a two-way street. "You get way more than you give. Just the connections

with the people and the love they show for us, and the gratitude they have is really humbling, to be

honest with you. It’s a humbling experience," shared Jill. "The effort it takes to go and do that is pretty

small and the gift that you’re giving to that person is tremendous and they so appreciate it," she

added. 



T H E  L O N G  R O A D  T O  C O N F I R M A T I O N
Typically Confirmation is a 6-month process. Students gather. They

attend large group classes. They work with their mentors. They write

and share their faith statements and the experience is over. But this

confirmation wasn't like other years. This one started in January

2020. There was orientation and a retreat to kick things off. Large

group and independent study started. And then the world came to a

screeching halt as everything shut down for the pandemic. This

group of students that began their journey as 8th graders wouldn't

get things rolling again until after they had completed their

freshman year of high school.

"For these students, it wasn't just checking a box and that was clear

when what was supposed to be 6 months turned into 20," said

Amanda Hubler, Director of Youth and Family Ministry. "We had a

few that dropped off during that gap of time, but the large majority

were saying yes to Jesus not yes to confirmation. And that’s why

there was staying power. That’s the difference. They could

persevere in the faith and finish the race because it was just a

jumping-off point for what they were already a part of," she

continued, explaining that most of the students who completed the

Confirmation experience were also involved in other aspects of the

Youth Ministry.  

Jennifer Kurak left the decision whether or not to continue after the

pandemic-related delay to her son Joey. "When the opportunity

arose to reconnect to the Confirmation experience, we felt we

needed to reevaluate," she explained. "What did this mean to him?

We gave him the reasons we felt it was important to us as his

parents and why we felt he should continue this journey, but the

decision needed to be his. After having these conversations, Joey

made the choice on his own to follow through." 

That decision, as well as the affirmation that this was worth

pursuing made by the other 15 students, signals a dedication and

obedience that doesn't surprise Amanda. "Confirmation is an

intentional investment all around – on the behalf of myself as

Director of Youth and Family Ministry, on behalf of the Youth

Commission, on behalf of our pastoral staff with Robbie & Christian

coming in and teaching the large group sessions, on behalf of the

mentors - but the obedience of the students is something that gets

lost on a lot of people. It wasn’t about membership for most of

them. Most of them are involved in other aspects of Youth Ministry

and the church."

10 (continued on page 11)



On September 24th, the majority of confirmands gathered

with their families, mentors, members of Session, and others

to celebrate the completion of the Confirmation

experience. The students took turns reading their personal

statements of faith for the crowd that had gathered. A

smaller group that had not been able to attend that

evening, shared their statements a few weeks later with a

gathering of family and Elders. 

These weren't statements that followed a prescribed

formula. These were statements the students wrote on their

own to answer the questions "What do I believe about God,

about sin, and about the Bible?" These statements uniquely

reflected where each student was in their own personal

relationship with Christ. 

"As he concluded the experience, I wasn't quite sure what

he had truly learned from the entire Confirmation process,"

said Jennifer about her son Joey's experience. "I was proud

of him for making the decision to continue, but it was not

until he stood up there and shared his faith statement that I

realized he had gotten everything that we hoped for and

more. What he wrote was simple but from the heart and I

think it was at that point he had a moment of clarity and

fulfilment about his faith." 

While Confirmation is a milestone, it's not the end of the

journey. For these students, and for those that passed this

touchpoint before them and who will come after them, this

is a moment for deep reflection and an invitation to move

further into a relationship with Christ. 

Amanda explained, "Confirmation is an intentional

investment in discipling the next generation. It’s about

providing the students with the structure and support of

God’s word and God’s people."

As we begin to make plans for the next group of students to

pursue Confirmation, we encourage you to pray for the

students who have recently completed this leg of the

journey and for those that will begin their experience

shortly. 
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C O N F I R M A T I O N  C O N T I N U E D
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Be part of the story...

11/13 -  Urban Promise Work Day - We're taking another multi-generational service trip to tend

the grounds & facilities at Urban Promise Camden. Email amanda@pctr.org for details. 

11/14  - Congregation Meeting to be held in Fellowship Hall and on Zoom. Visit

pctr.org/meeting for more details or call the church office..

12/5 - Christmas Joy Concert - We're so excited to see the return of this annual favorite! Join

us in the sanctuary at 4 pm for holiday favorites from our choir & orchestra.

12/19 - Christmas Drive-Thru - This is going to be a blast! Stay tuned for details. Be prepared

to for a holly-jolly drive thru extravaganza!

The stories on these pages are just some of the ways God has been at work in and through us.

More importantly, they are just a taste of what's to come. God's got BIG plans! Come join us for

the journey. Here are a few ways you can get connected and grow in faith in the coming months: 

If you'd like future issues of Snapshots emailed to you as a digital newsletter, please fill

out the form at pctr.org/newsletter or send an email to office@pctr.org.

 

https://pctr.org/meeting

